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Our aim is to present a morphological analyzer capable of processing Polish texts written in the past 200 years with respect to their original spelling and inflection. Despite of the analyzer, our project involved making a corpus of historical texts as a resource of linguistic data.

In the analyzer part, we simply adapted an analyzer made for contemporary texts. This task implied setting up new patterns and modifications to the existing ones. New paradigms are in majority historical alternations of modern patterns. The adjustments concerned primarily syncretisms and obsolete endings (cf. 1a-4). Some of the stems evolved in a way that affected endings, e.g. a pre-ending syllable got contracted (cf. 5b and 5a). Otherwise we added historical variants of the case endings (cf. 2). Newly added paradigms and forms (i.e. combination of a stem and an ending) are marked “19c”, so in the output of the analyzer “obsolete”/”outdated” and “currently in use” forms can be easily spotted. Increasing or decreasing frequency of a form or a pattern over the period of time is valuable information of the trend and may be used as a predictor whether a variant may be assigned a class in general. However, in the current project we stick to the corpus evidence and do not reconstruct or extrapolate.

A difference in spelling that does not affect alternations of the stem was regarded a spelling variant (cf. 6). Such entries were added to the analyzer’s lexicon, together with words that went out of use in the course of time and lexemes that changed in morphological characteristics (e.g. from feminine to masculine, cf. 7). New entries in the lexicon are time stamped with the year of the earliest corpus evidence. In addition, the spelling variants and words that shifted from one subclass to another are linked to their contemporary equivalents. A very similar idea of hyperlemma was proposed by Kučera (2007). In the lexical part of the project, our principle was not to miss a word, i.e. we ruled out only ill-formed words, puns, obvious dialect forms etc.

Any change in the analyzer was based on the data from the corpus compiled from texts published for the first time in years 1830-1918. The corpus is divided into five equal subcorpora to provide stylistic variety. A subcorpus consists of 200 samples, for every year there is at least one (but no more than 3) sample, in average 12 samples per year in the whole corpus. 1000 token text file is accompanied by metadata and source files. In basic statistical test held after the corpus was completed the subcorpora are clearly sorted out into fiction, drama, essays, scientific text for general public and news (cf. fig. 1). Because of relatively small samples, the diversity of the corpus in many respects (places, authors, printed sources etc.) is quite satisfactory. Several tests passed on the corpus proved that it can be used as a versatile resource to identify linguistic phenomena, trace their dynamics (cf. fig. 2) and turning points or to confront emerging rules of orthography and good usage from the grammar handbooks with everyday practice.

Examples

(1)  
   a. dobrém (adj. inst., loc. sg. masc./neut., pres. dobrym ‘good’)  
   b. dobrym (adj. inst., loc. sg. dat. pl. masc./neut., pres. dobrym)

(2)  
   ładnej, ładnêj (adj. gen., dat., loc. sg., pres. ładnej, ‘pretty’)

(3)  
   pięcią (num. inst., pres. pięcioma ‘five’)

(4)  
   każdê (adj. acc. sg. fem., pres. każdą ‘every’), księżnê (subst. fem. acc. sg., pres. księżną ‘princess, duchess’)

(5)  
   a. lekćyi (subst. fem. gen., dat.,loc. sg., pres. lekcji ‘lesson’)  
   b. lekćyj (subst. fem. gen. pl., pres. lekcji/lekcji ‘lesson’)

(6)  
   triumphantor (pres. triumfator ‘triumpher’), patłazan (pres. bakłażan ‘aubergine, eggplant’), papiér (pres. papier ‘paper’)

(7)  
   dreszcz (fem. pres. masc. ‘shiver’), planeta (mas. pres. fem. ‘planet’)


Figure 1. The five styles of the corpus grouped with stylo's MDS

Figure 2. Number of 19th c. words and forms per year
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